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Petsafe ultralight sonic bark control collar review

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates The PetSafe Ultrasonic Bark Control Collar Uses a safe Ultrasonic sound but annoying to dogs that are inaudible to humans to teach them that barking isn't a fun reason. It is built and ideal for tiny to medium dogs because big or stubborn dogs requires a stronger solution to stop nuisance barking This
bark collar is lightweight weighing only 28g that has an adjustable strap so your dog is comfortable wearing it and can be attached to your existing collar strap as long as it is 2.5cm or less in width What’s so special about the Ultrasonic Bark Collar? What’s in the box? (BC-PBC17-14036) The PetSafe Ultrasonic Bark Control Collar has a 3 years
manufacturer’s warranty that covers any factory defect. DESIGNED FOR TINY TO MEDIUM SIZED PET DOGS This ultrasonic bark collar is designed for small to medium size dogs, but not recommended for more determined or larger dogs because they need the more potent solution to eliminate unnecessary annoying barking. USES A SAFE
ULTRASONIC SOUND TO DETER BARKING This collar uses an ultrasonic sound that is safe but annoying to dogs but cant heard by humans, It will become annoying once they learn that it activates when they bark, then the dog will stop barking when it's needed. WATER RESISTANT – NON SUBMERSIBLE This bark control collar is water resistant
that can take the splash of water, but it is not submersible to water. SOUND ACTIVATED – BUILT IN MICROPHONE This Bark control collar has a built-in microphone that listens to the barking sound, where it is placed on the vocal cords to make sure that bark comes from your dog before it emits an ultrasonic sound. VERY LIGHTWEIGHT – 28G
ONLY This bark collar is specially made for small dogs, and weights only 28g to give full comfort to your dog. CAN BE ATTACHED TO EXISTING COLLAR (2.5CM WIDTH OR LESS) This bark control collar can be attached to your existing collar strap as long as it is 2.5cm or less in width to have a perfect fit for your dog Model PBC17-14036 Correction
Method Ultrasonic Activation Method Microphone Levels of Correction 1 - Ultrasonic Tone External Controls Yes Battery Two 3 Volt Lithium Batteries - CR2032 Waterproof Water Resistant Low Battery Indicator Yes Suitable Dog Size 3.6 kg and Up Maximum Collar Size 71 cm Bark Collar Weight 28 g Collar Material Nylon Progressive Correction No
SKU BC-PBC17-14036 Brand PetSafe The Petsafe Ultrasonic Bark Collar PBC is covered by the manufacturer's warranty for 3 years! Bark Collar for Training Dogs Guarantee : All products offered by The Perfect Paws have 30 Days Upgrade Guarantee for your satisfaction. Help other My Pets Perfect Paws users shop smarter by writing reviews for
products you have purchased. Write a product review The PetSafe Ultrasonic Bark Control effectively deters barking when it is worn. When the microphone picks up the sound of your dog's bark, the unit emits an ultrasonic tone that can be heard by your dog, but is silent to most humans. Startled by the high-pitched tone, the dog should stop barking,
as it will associate its bark with this unpleasant noise. Suitable for dogs weighing 3.6kg and up with neck sizes up to 71cm. Refer to instruction manual. It goes without saying we're a pet-loving brand. Right from the earliest days of PetSafe brand, our love of pets meant we all shared the same dream to make PetSafe brand one of the most trusted
brands for pet owners the world over. • Microphone Detection • Ultrasonic Sound Only Your Dog Can Hear • Water Resistant • Light Weight and Comfortable • Low Battery Indicator At the checkout, select Afterpay as your payment method. Enter your details with Afterpay. Your order will be shipped as normal. Your nominated card will be
automatically charged every fortnight in 4 equal repayments. I confirm that my pet was examined by a veterinarian who recommended the use of Petsafe Ultralight Sonic Bark Control Collar on the basis of his/her diagnosis I have read understood that whilst my pet is being fed Petsafe Ultralight Sonic Bark Control Collar, it is recommended that I
seek veterinary advice at least every 6 month regarding the usage of Petsafe Ultralight Sonic Bark Control Collar I have read and understood that I need to seek immediate veterinary advice if my pet’s condition deteriorates in any way while I use Petsafe Ultralight Sonic Bark Control Collar We would like to send you notifications on the latest Product
Review Club offers. Add ImageAdd to Collection34% OF CHICKS DIG IT Shop > Bark Control > Bark Collars > Ultrasonic Bark Control Collar Product Details Manuals & Support Reviews Q & A Related Products Description If your dog’s favorite hobby is barking, help him get centered in silence with the PetSafe® Ultrasonic Bark Control Collar. This
collar uses a high-pitched tone that’s triggered when your dog decides to speak up. The ultrasonic tone is inaudible to most humans but is annoying to dogs. They’ll quickly learn to associate their barking with the unpleasant sound. Your furry friend will typically stop barking within the first few days of wearing the collar. If they already have a favorite
collar (what dog doesn’t?), the bark control unit will fit on other collars up to ¾ inches wide. The collar is lightweight, water-resistant, and comfortable so your tail-wagger can wear it anywhere they need a reminder to keep quiet. Our “No Bark Guarantee” means If this product is not meeting your needs, you can contact PetSafe® so we can help you
find a different solution for your dog. PetSafe® brand is here to help you and your pet live happy together™. Features Gentle Bark Control - When your dog barks, the collar emits a high-pitched ultrasonic sound that is annoying to your dog but is silent to most humans Fits Small to Large Dogs - The collar fits dogs over 8 pounds and neck sizes up to
28 inches Fits Other Collars - A collar is included, but if your tail-wagger already has a favorite collar, the bark control unit will fit on other collars up to ¾ inches wide Fits Other Collars - A collar is included, but if your tail-wagger already has a favorite collar, the bark control unit will fit on other collars up to ¾ inches wide; fits dogs over 8 pounds
and neck sizes up to 28 inches Battery Life - Two replaceable 3-Volt lithium batteries are included; collar has a low-battery indicator and an on/off switch to help preserve battery life “No Bark Guarantee” - If this product is not meeting your needs, please contact PetSafe® so we can help you find a different solution for your dog (No reviews yet) Write
a Review Sonic Correction $39.50 Activated by: Sound Unit Size 1"h x 2"w x 1"d Correction Levels 1 Freq, 4kHz All Dog SizesEasy to Train | Rescue Dogs The Petsafe Ultralight Sonic Bark Collar PUSB-300 is one of the lightest bark control collars on the market at only one ounce. The unit uses a microphone to detect the pet's barking and emits a
high-pitched sonic correction to deter barking. The correction tone is designed to distract your pet from whatever was causing him or her to bark. The PUSB-300 comes with a simple collar, but the unit can be clipped on to your dogs existing collar. This bark collar is low cost solution for barking behavior. Some dogs may get used to the Sonic
frequency noise and become immune to the unit, but every dog is different. If you have a more head strong pet, then we recommend a static bark collar for more effective, longer lasting results.You purchase comes with 1 PetSafe RFA-67 replacement batteries. Owners Manual Features:Most effective for small dogsLightest collar (1 ounce)Uses sound
to interrupt and deter barkingAdjustable sensitivityBattery life is about 30 days, depending on number of activationsManual includedEmits high pitched tone as correction that is audible to humansCan not be used with a leash attachedNot recommended to use for more than 8 hours at a timeCollar Specifications: Height: 1"Width: 2"Depth:
1"Frequency: 4 kHzVolume is about 105 dB at 1 foot How it Works: Activated by your dogs barking, sound triggers collar Size 1.9x1.1x1.25" Type of Stim. One Level Ultrasonic Correction 1 Freq, 4kHz Power Battery Recommend for: All Dogs & Mild to Shy Temperaments PetSafe Ultralight Sonic Bark Control CollarPUSB-300 (No reviews yet) Write a
Review The PetSafe® Ultrasonic Bark Control Collar effectively deters barking when it is worn. When the microphone picks up the sound of your dog's bark, the unit emits an ultrasonic tone that can be heard by your dog but is silent to most humans. Startled by the high-pitched tone, the dog should stop barking, as it will associate its bark with this
unpleasant noise. KEY DEFINITIONS Microphone: Detects barking. Two Color LED: Lights whenever Ultrasonic Bark Control is activated. It also blinks to show low battery status. Speaker: Produces the ultrasonic tone. Battery Tray: Used to hold the two 3-volt batteries (CR2032). ON/OFF Switch: Turns the Ultrasonic Bark Control Collar on ( | ) and
off ( O ). FIT THE BARK CONTROL COLLAR Important: For the training to be effective; the collar must be properly fitted and placed on the dog’s neck. Steps for proper fitting of the collar: Turn bark collar off. Let the dog stand comfortably (A). Place the Bark Control Collar on the dog’s neck close to the ears. Position the bark control collar at the
center. with the On/Off Switch facing upward (B). The Bark Control Collar should be tight. The ideal fit is one that can accommodate one finger between the collar and the back of the dog’s neck C (C). The fit should be snug—not choking. Allow your dog to wear the collar first for several minutes, then Re-check the fit; the fit should be that when the
dog can comfortably move about. Steps in trimming the collar: (D) a. Place the collar around the dog’s neck. Mark the desired length of the collar. Give an allowance for growth if your dog is young or if it grows a thick winter coat. b. Remove the Bark Control Collar from your dog and cut off the excess from your mark off point. c. Before putting the
Bark Control Collar back on your dog’s neck, seal the frayed edge of the cut collar by running it over a candle/flame. The Bark Control Collar can not be worn for more than 12 hours out of every 24-hour period. A collar worn too long could lead to skin irritation. Please refer to page 2 for additional information. TO RE-THREAD THE COLLAR The slide
buckle prevents the collar from laying loose around your pet’s neck. The ridges must be face up; the collar will slip not threaded properly. TO INSERT AND REMOVE THE BATTERIES Note: NEVER install the batteries with the Bark Control Collar on your dog. Detach the collar from the Ultrasonic Bark unit. Remove the screw from the back of the
unit using a small Phillips screwdriver. Slide the battery tray out. Install two (2), 3-volt (CR2032) batteries positive (+) side up. Slide the battery tray back in place and secure it by putting back the screw you have removed. TO VERIFY THE BATTERIES ARE INSERTED CORRECTLY Switch to ON ( | ). The LED should flash green once. If the LED
doesn’t flashes, you may have Not have placed the batteries correctly. Take them out and check that the (+) side is up. If the LED still does not flash, contact the Customer Care Center. Replacement batteries (3-volt, CR2032) can be found at many retailers. Contact the Customer Care Center or visit our website at www.petsafe.net for a list of
common retailers. The battery may explode if you do not use the recommended one. Do not short circuit, mix old and new batteries, dispose of in fire, or expose to water. When batteries are stored or disposed of, they must be protected from the shortage. Dispose of used batteries properly. BATTERY LIFE The average battery life is 1-3 months,
depending on how often your dog barks. As your dog uses the collar for the first time; naturally; your first batteries may not last as long as replacement batteries as your dog is still trying to learn. Once he has grown used to it; barking may lessen and you can extend battery life more. To conserve battery life, turn unit off when not in use. FUNCTION
AND RESPONSE TABLE Function LED Light Response Unit is on Green LED Light flashes once Emitting ultrasonic tone Red LED Light is on Low battery condition Red LED Light flashes 3 times every 5 seconds WHAT TO EXPECT DURING USE OF THE BARK CONTROL COLLAR Important: Do not leave your dog alone during the first few days of
training. During the early stages of training; stay close to your dog; that you may see him react to the correction. Most dogs quickly understand that the Bark Control Collar is disrupting their urge to bark in response, they will relax and stop barking. The ultrasonic correction from the Bark Control Collar may be surprising or startling at first, so some
dogs may bark as a reaction to the correction at the initial correction. There are also rare occasions where a dog may get into a bark-correction-bark-correction cycle. If this happens, make sure that you are there to reassure your dog with calmness. You should be able to make your dog feel relax and as he does, he will understand that if he becomes
quiet, he will not receive any more ultrasonic corrections. This scenario rarely happens though and will only have it the first time they wear the Bark Control Collar. A reduction in barking should be noticed within the first couple of days of wearing the Bark Control Collar. It is important to remember that the learning process is still not complete even
if you have already noticed a good reduction in his barking. Dogs tend to “test” this new learning experience and will increase their attempts to bark; this usually occurs during the second week. If this does occur, remain consistent and do not change your training procedures/schedule with Bark Control Collar. You must let your dog wear the Bark
Control Collar every time you expect him to be quiet. If your dog is not on the Bark Control Collar, he may resume barking and his learning may backslide. Note: Pet within the range of the device will be affected by the ultrasonic tone. MAINTENANCE TIPS If you intend to play with your dog; turn the unit off and remove the Bark Control Collar first.
You have to do this every time you want to engage in bark-prone activities with your dog such as chasing or petting. We do not want the dog to make the wrong association of the correction and your petting activity. Turn OFF the device if not in use. The PetSafe® Ultrasonic Bark Control Collar is for dogs that are over 6 months of age. If your pet is
injured or if its movement is impaired, contact your veterinarian or professional trainer before using the product. Do not leave your device unattended; do not leave it anywhere; especially in a place where the dog can get it and chew it Do not attempt to self-repair the device; this will invalidate the warranty and may cause more damage. Clean dog’s
hair weekly with a washcloth and mild hand soap. Rinse and dry the dog’s neck thoroughly. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS Can any dog use the Bark Control Collar? :: The product may not work on deaf or dog with impaired hearing. The device can only be used on dogs that are 6 mos and above. Will other dog’s bark activate the Bark Control
Collar? :: Yes. The device is activated by the sound of barking from any dog. I have more than one dog, but only one dog with a barking problem. I keep both dogs together. Will the ultrasonic correction affect the other dog? :: Yes, when the dog barks an ultrasonic tone is emitted. The device can cover a range of 8 feet, so any dog who barks within
that range will activate the device and cause it to emit .ultrasonic tones. Can a dog become desensitized to the ultrasonic tone? :: Yes; dogs can be desensitized or grow insensitive to the tone. To avoid this, do not allow the dog to wear the collar unconditionally until such time it outgrows the correction. Use the bark Control Collar only during periods
of unwanted barking. Can humans hear the ultrasonic tone? :: The ultrasonic tone is not audible to humans but there are instances where. The speaker vibrates which also makes a different sound. Can I add the bark control unit to an existing collar? :: Yes; although the device comes with its own collar; you may use it with another collar that is up to
¾" wide. TROUBLESHOOTING My dog is barking but the Red Led is not on :: Ensure that the batteries are properly installed. :: Replace the batteries. :: If the Red LED light still does not turn on, contact the Customer Care Center.
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